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Juvenile books -- Physical plant recently moved the juvenile book collection and the books are 

now out of order. The collection is inaccessible until it can be reordered. 

 

Strategic planning – Susan distributed updated Vision, Mission, and Values statements. The 

strategic planning document was reviewed and updated.  

 

Assessment template -- We reviewed an assessment template that outlines student learning goals 

and objectives, assessment methodologies, and outcomes. The goals and objectives are based on 

the ACRL information literacy standards. Assessment will be based on the SAILS instrument. 

Outcomes will be determined later, when the results of assessment are known. Steve will share 

Herrick’s assessment template with the University’s assessment committee. 

 

Information commons – We followed up on some items that were raised at a recent information 

commons planning meeting. Ellen will meet with ITS on the technology issues. We briefly 

discussed reference coverage in the new building; a schedule will be worked out later. We will 

need to reconcile our collections with shelving available in the IC area; this is on hold until we 

have more information about shelving. Signage was discussed; Steve will follow up with staff 

about signage needs. (Since the meeting, Mike Neiderbach confirmed that signage will come out 

of the building budget and signs will be made by the Physical Plant; we need to provide Mike 

with detailed information about our needs). Steve will ask Kate if she can help with developing 

maps of the library which can be posted on the library website and distributed in the building 

(Kate has since agreed to help with the maps).  

 

Reader’s advisory – Susan recently investigated free and subscription-based reader’s advisory 

services. We decided to go with the free services, which will be added to the library’s website.  

 

Promotion and tenure – Laurie and Mark will be summarizing for Steve and Carla the 

decisions/recommendations that were taken at the most recent P&T meeting. 

 

ILLiad update – ILLiad has been purchased. Carla is working on scheduling a visit to SUNY-

Geneseo to meet with their ILL staff. The next steps are providing information to Atlas for 

setting up our server (a questionnaire that we must complete) and scheduling on-site training. 

Ellen will need to spend more time on ILLiad as we move forward with the project. 

 

ACRL conference March 28-April 1 – Ellen, Laurie, and Steve will be away. Susan is in charge 

of Herrick. 

 

Other business: 

 

Technology issues – Ellen will check on disk drives in Profiles and will label and cover them up 

if they aren’t working. The color printer has not been working – Laurie will order a new color 



printer for herself, and her old printer will be moved to the public area. Ellen is working to get 

guidelines from ITS on updating computers for Daylight Savings Time.  

 

Staff hours – Ellen asked for clarification of the library’s policy on staff hours. Staff normally 

work 8:00 am – 4:00 pm. Working from 8:30 – 4 pm with a half-hour lunch is allowed. Working 

until 3:30 pm is allowed only in the summer. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Ellen Bahr 

March 12, 2007 

 
 


